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295 65:11
16 the ground of the relationship
17 not so much new blessings and return of ole.
18 ground of relationship

299 63:19 entirely ground - they are His people
64:1-5 analysis given

500 64:5
6-7 comes nearest to being real confession of sin, but no reFil rE:ttnce

Opposite of ;¬ r o

/ Ql (ç24; -7 t.;o c2ih1 .ierr¬, ins. econd fits context better-

L. 302/3 Context requires interpretation: this is a bad situation rather
than this is our confession.

302/4 64:8 Description of' a bad situation
9 The thing they want

( 502/10 10-11How reconcile with isa's authorship?

303 Discussion of aiip and time of prediction
Deals with a future day. Aski for physical blessings.

305/10 Illustration of' man who asked how many Isaiah's there were.

304/2 64:10-ii
12 Implication: the relationship and past deeds of Gd is the basis

on which this er is made.
o4/5 651-2

305 65:2 I have spread out my hands all the day . . . Means, I have asked
them to come back, to rpj; or, spread out in punishment. uhich?

124t 305/7 Plea to return rather than threat of punishment
305/8 67:3

306 65:3-4 Religious impurity; hypocrisy
5 Attitude of boasting er one's own holi.ess -- Pharisaic act.

306/10 Not all Pharisees were hypocrites; many sincere

r1y 307/1-4 I4eang of prabie of Pharisees an PuUlican
( 65:5 Discussion on what Kind of people are presented here

308 Are there three groups of people in vs. 3-5?
308/8 65,6
309 677 F1/4eferxing to the whole people
509/5 65:8

310 65:9-10 Material blessings are coming
65:12

,lo/6 65:13-16 "ye shall be hungry" - ho is the "ye"?
Pryar represents nation as a whole

311 65:13-14
15 "leave your name for a curse". Lx~esi~s of "leave". and "curse"

9A 512 65:15-16 Does this indicate the gospel dispensation?
313 Difficulty of making it

65,17-25 Assurance that what the ral has asked for will be rated
ch. 65-66 ihe future situatioK'fre1etion to the prayer.
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